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OU’D HAVE TO BE INSANE
to cycle Colombia. At least, that’s
what I was led to believe.
The scent of sweet orange infused my
gasping lungs as I scaled the final section
of a two-mile climb. Spindly palm trees
shot up from rows of dark green coffee
bushes, embroidered onto the surrounding mountainsides. Harvest would start
next week here in Quindío. Hordes of
sombrero-wearing fieldworkers would
scale these treacherous slopes collecting
crimson Arabica beans.
“These hills are perfect for riding,” our
group’s mechanic and professional racer
Jonathan Rodriguez said as he cruised up
the arduous ascent without any sign of
struggle.

Left: The group lined up for the crossing of the Cauca River. Right: Dramatic valley views accompany cyclists for the journey.

white gravel yard of San Alberto — a
coffee farm teetering above the town of
Buenavista. Passing a bunch of hybrid
mountain bikes leaning against a rusting
iron gate, we crab-walked down to a basketball-court–sized terrace etched into
the thickly vegetated mountainside.
Some of the group, which ranged from
the competitive Brits to a swim enthusiast from Chicago, lounged in garden
chairs. Some made hand gestures to each
other, illustrating the steepness of the
ride like sea-crazed fishermen exaggerating the size of their catches. Others
stood at the terrace’s edge, panning their
cameras slowly across the intertwining
mountains caressed by wispy clouds. Eric
Farnworth — a 65-year–old, slim, young
Sean Connery lookalike — scratched his
grey beard, preoccupied by the familiar
panpipe tune floating from the speakers.
According to our leaders, San Alberto stands a level above the hundreds of
coffee farms in Quindío. Seeking only the
finest Arabica beans, tireless workers sift
through batches five times, tossing aside
those that don’t meet the high standards.
These select few are then dried and
roasted in precisely defined conditions.
The significance of this escaped me, and
I asked the barista for a cappuccino. Tied
in a maroon apron, the young woman
gasped, clutched her chest, and stumbled
backwards. Silence fell on the patio. Even
the panpipes lost their gusto. Everyone
stared at me, mouthing: “Take it back.
Take it back.”
The barista took a deep breath and
composed herself. She politely reminded
me, “Milk would only spoil the wonderful
flavor, sir.”
I guess she was right. It would have
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“Listen.” Rodriguez stood up on his
pedals and cupped his ear. “Silence. No
other cyclists and no cars.” He smiled
underneath his slick shades. “Now, vamos
Simon; we have a surprise at the top.”
Our group of 10 were road testing tour
operator Exodus’s new two-week tour in
the kaleidoscope scenery of the central
Cordillera de los Andes, a mountain range
bursting through the west of Colombia.
A UNESCO heritage site, Zona Cafetera
(coffee-growing region) shimmers with a
million gradations of green, from bright
emerald to the darkest olive.
After living in Medellín for three years
and traveling by foot, bus, car, and horse,
I had decided to slip into some revealing
Lycra and explore this cycling-crazed

country on two wheels. Historically, cycling companies have swerved away from
“dangerous” Colombia, playing it safe
with Cuba, Costa Rica, and Nicaragua.
Now, with improved security and a peace
agreement between the government and
the leftist Fuerzas Armadas Revolucionarias de Colombia (FARC), adventure
specialists like Exodus are realizing
Colombia might be worth a try.
Rodriguez formed part of the local
team leading our group of seasoned riders. Though the other three guides rode
with aplomb, the clean-shaven 24-yearold from Bogotá has competed in the
country’s premier race, Vuelta a Colombia
(Tour of Colombia).
Eventually, we scrunched onto the

Jeeps transport locals and visitors around the Coffee Zone's winding roads.

been like strolling into a Russian oligarch’s reception and pouring Red Bull
into the vodka. Not cool. I therefore
resisted the temptation to order a tall
vanilla latté with extra cream and sugar,
and settled for a tinto (black coffee).
“Simon and Garfunkel!” Farnworth
suddenly shouted, finally deciphering the
dulcet melody of “The Sound of Silence.”
He sat down and grinned like a schoolboy
who’s correctly answered a math question.
Sliding into my wicker chair, I sipped
the chestnut-brown liquid silk. A gentle
caffeine hit radiated through my weary
limbs, I swayed along to the high-pitched
gliding notes, and watched orange butterflies float into the yellow cayena flowers,
then flutter out again. Call me loco, but
this could be heaven.
I turned to our leader, Oscar Hernando
Cañón González, and demanded to know
why this region didn’t teem with tourists.
“Colombia is not what it seems,”

González said. “People think this is a
violent, dangerous country. But what
you read in the newspaper and see on
television is not true Colombia.” He
leaned forward, his rounded shoulders
twitching like someone was pulling them
from a string above. “We want people to
look upon our country with a smile and
cycle around the varied land with great
pleasure.”
Although tourism here continues to
soar, the number of adventure trips — in
particular, those heading out of major
cities — lags behind. González believes
the blame rests with Colombia’s outdated
reputation.
Surely, apprehension comes naturally
for someone heading to a country entangled in a 52-year armed conflict? But
violence has plummeted since the turn
of the millennium. Indeed, 2014 showed
the lowest homicide rate in almost two
decades — 26.1 murders per 100,000 people. This sits below six major U.S. cities,
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including Detroit at 45. And the conflict
between the government and FARC
should end soon. President Juan Manuel
Santos and the country’s largest left-wing
guerrilla group will stop shooting one
another this March, officially at least.
“It’ll turn the tourism light from red to
green,” González said. “When people see
we are finally at peace, they’ll come here
and love it.”
With Colombia named third cheeriest
country in the 2014 Happy Planet Index,
and friendly locals offering a wave and
a “buenos días” to us at every turn, his
theory had legs.
Unfortunately, another cliché smears
this country’s image, but the drug discussion will have to wait. Our coffee cups
had run dry. González, as he often does,
stood up, waited for the chatter to cease,
opened his mouth a couple of times, and
then smiled. “Okay, ready for the next
climb?”
With coffee plantations sewn onto
mountainsides between 4,600 and 5,900
feet (the optimal altitude for growing Arabica beans), our days involved
chest-pounding climbs and, to my body’s
relief, joyous descents. We brushed under
snowboard-sized banana leaves. We
passed men in neckerchiefs chopping
lemon trees with silver machetes and
wheeled alongside vast fields of sugarcane bursting from the beige earth like
crowns of giant sunken pineapples. We
rode behind swooping turquoise hummingbirds, and pink petals floated down
from the Guayacán rosado trees. To refuel
we indulged in sweet grape juice and
platters of guava, star fruit, and succulent
papaya.
In the evenings, we staggered into
jazzy purple and red hotels, or, my
personal favorite, colonial fincas. These
country houses blend typical Spanish
architecture with that of the Antioquian
post-colonization period here in the
mid-19th century. The sloping terracotta–tiled roofs signify the 55-percent–
grade mountainsides where los cafeteros
(coffee pickers) have collected beans
tirelessly for over 150 years. The mud
and guadua bamboo walls, at first glance
indistinguishable from brick, derive
from a pre-Columbian process known
as Bahareque, which was adopted by
the Spanish. Locals have continued
tweaking this technique to resist earth-
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quakes, among other things.
Feeling the full magnitude of cycling
hunger, we scarfed plates of chargrilled
chicken with rice before sipping saltyrimmed, lemon-tinged micheladas. In one
flutter of indulgence, I paid 50,000 pesos
for a massage — $17 dollars well spent
despite discovering, halfway through,
that the sneezing masseuse was allergic
to the oil she rubbed on me. After rattling
my wooden bed frame with 10 hours of
snoring — nothing beats cycling sleep — I
hit the road.
Colombia’s working class often relies
on the bicycle as a form of exercise and
transport. In countryside towns, middle-aged men trundled along potholed
streets, clutching curtains, plastic piping,
and the occasional Virgin Mary figurine.
Bare-chested teenage boys on rusting
bikes raced Rodriguez over the Cauca
River. In Rio Frio, an 82-year–old man
in a grey open-collared shirt showed off
a rusty contraption he had purchased
when he was eight for five pesos (about
$1). To demonstrate its capability, he
drifted twice around the plaza, grinning
widely.
Riding in cities is popular too. Every
Sunday, masses of amateur cyclists
squeeze themselves into Colombia-emblazoned Lycra and roll through
cordoned-off streets. In 1974, Bogotá
introduced the world to car-free days
for urban cyclists, and the capital still
holds the longest overall route at 75
miles. Even today, a whopping 1.4 million
people attend the Ciclovia event — imagine the entire population of Phoenix
saddling up at once!
My guide, Rodriguez, caught the
freewheeling bug when his father gave
him his first bike at the age of eight.
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NUTS & BOLTS Colombia
Tour operator Exodus, in conjunction with Pure Colombia, offers a 13-day trip around the
Coffee Zone with accommodation, breakfasts, and dinners for $2,983 (excluding flights).
The tour includes 10 cycling days at a “challenging” level, vehicle support, and bike rental if
needed. exodus.co.uk/colombia-holidays.
OTHER GUIDED TOURS
Few guided tours exist but
adventure specialists Pure
Colombia (pure-colombia.
com)offer various tours with
English-speaking guides.

ACCOMMODATIONS
Hotels and homestay
fincas (country houses) are
commonly used throughout
the country, especially in the
Coffee Region.

BEST TIME TO VISIT
September to December
is the main coffee harvest
in Zona Cafetera. June to
August and December to
February are the driest
months and the weather is
mild throughout the year.

GETTING THERE
Many airlines offer direct
routes from U.S. cities to
Bogotá. I traveled with
Avianca, who fly from
Fort Lauderdale, Miami,
Los Angeles, New York
JFK, and Washington, DC.

Having already competed in the Vuelta a
Colombia, he’ll race in this year’s Cuban
tour and then who knows? Europe, maybe. To photograph our future star and
the group in action, I sporadically zipped
ahead, jumped off, and began snapping
away. We were heading toward Anserma,

Avianca flights are available
between most Colombian
cities. avianca.com/es-co
READING MATERIAL
Kings of the Mountains by
Matt Rendell;
Enrique's Colombia, Adventure Cyclist, September
2008, by Willie Weir
(adventurecycling.org/
default/assets/resourc
es/200809_
Enriques_Colombia_Weir.
pdf)

a town in the Caldas region. I stopped in
a skinny, silent valley sunken between
thick foliage and plantain leaves. As I
waited, I heard only the crack of dry pea
pods falling onto the sizzling tarmac.
Opposite, a man's head suddenly popped
up from a tiny house window, three feet
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Cycling from the small town of Salento is tough but rewarding.

above the thirsting grass.
He shouted: “Vienen las ciclistas?” (Are
the cyclists coming?)
I nodded. Two seconds later, the clank
from a metal door pierced the still heat,
causing a flock of black birds to erupt out
of a palm tree. The old man, holding a
threadbare sombrero to his head, scampered from behind his pumpkin-colored
house and skidded to a cartoon-like stop
on the roadside.
As the dust settled, this heavily wrinkled fellow turned to the brow of the hill
and stretched out a Colombian flag. His
big toes twitched in his sandals like he
was waiting for his bride at the altar.
I pointed my camera to the crest of
the hill, then realized what I’d done.
The Vuelta a Colombia was happening
right then — but somewhere else. Not,
as I’d just led this poor chap to believe,
here. Before I could warn him, two
silhouettes emerged on the heat-hazed
horizon.
The old man bounced his flag a few
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times, almost jumping on the spot. I
couldn’t watch. He had obviously expected a peloton of slick, lean cyclists to whir
past in a flash of colors and adrenaline.
Slowly, the shadows formed the shapes
of Adam and Tatiana — two of our group
members meandering along, chatting
and laughing as if they were riding
through a summer meadow. The man’s
head followed the crawling pair, and he
looked back up the deserted road, then at
me. As his flag drooped onto the ground,
all I could do was shrug and ride off.
Misunderstandings have plagued
Colombia over the past two decades.
Mention to someone that I live here and
I’ll either receive a concerned frown or
a wink and a cheeky smile. In London a
cabbie asked one of Exodus’s riders to
bring back a bag of “special produce.”
Family and friends of other cyclists
shrieked at the news of their trip: “Colombia! You have insurance, right? Well,
take this bulletproof vest just in case.”
Hollywood may profit from images
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aroundwisbike.com
920.427.6086

Beer & Bike Tours

beerandbiketours.com
970.201.1085
Big Dream Bike Tours

of coca plantations guarded by mustachioed narcos fingering machine guns,
but nowadays Colombia has cleaned
itself up. With drug routes concentrated
on certain coastal regions and borders,
areas such as the Coffee Region flourish
without flying bullets and cartel bosses.
Yet, for our group, Colombia’s misconstrued image worked beautifully.
We journeyed for 10 days and 310 miles;
climbing to 7,217 feet and flying down to
3,280 feet. We were welcomed like champions in colonial towns and coffee-scented villages. Best of all, we hadn’t seen
one other foreign soul. We explored a
land that, for various reasons, few people
have wanted to ride. With a white dove
set to be released over Colombia and
tour companies finally offering viable
routes here, now’s the time to cruise this
unspoiled land.
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Cycling 101

cycling101.net
928.200.0211
Cyclomundo

cyclomundo.com
646.233.1354
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experienceplus.com
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Lizardheadcyclingguides.
com, 970.728.5891
Maupin Tour
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800.225.4266
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mountainsidebiketours.us
301.722.4887
OK Cycle &
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okcycletours.com
613.230.2100x5209

Listed below are the bicycle tour companies
that advertise in Adventure Cyclist. Besides
supporting this magazine and Adventure
Cycling Association with advertising dollars,
they’re willing to invest money to be seen by
Adventure Cyclist readers.
We can’t necessarily vouch for them, but
we think their support makes them worthy
of highlighting here.
Real Travel France

TDA Global Cycling

Santa Fe Biking Tours

Timberline Adventures

Senior Cycling Tours

TradNatura Sport

Sockeye Cycle Co.

Vacation Bicycling

realtravelfrance.com
011.33.622013734

santafebikingtours.com
505.690.0626
seniorcycling.com
540.668.6307

hollandbiketours.com
31.306364677

PAC Tour

Independent Tourist

cyclealaska.com
Pedal Across Wisconsin
877.292.4154
pedalacrosswisconsin.com
847.707.6888
Southeast Cycling

independenttourist.com
866.269.9913
Iron Donkey

irondonkey.com
011.44.2920891650
Italia Outdoors

Italiaoutdoorsfoodandwine.
com, 978.270.5774

pactour.com
262.736.2453

secyclingtours.com
Pedal & Sea Adventures
770.375.0010
pedalandseaadventures.
com, 877.777.5699
Symbiosis Custom

tdaglobalcycling.com
416.364.8255
timbertours.com
800.417.2453

cycling-tours-in-hungary.
com, 36.12758490
vacationbicycling.com
706.363.0341
Woman Tours

womantours.com
800.249.1444

Travel

symbiosis-travel.com
44.08451232844

Simon Willis is a travel journalist specializing in
Latin America. For more about Willis and Colombia,
see simonwillistravels.wordpress.com and
morecolombia.com.
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